WE ENABLE PAYMENTS

PAYMENT
APPLICATION AS SERVICE

Pure innovation powered by your demands.
So, you want to expand the payment experience. Maybe you have
an offering that is perfect for grab and pay. You run a business
that has a need for next-generation features, but you can’t wait.
Loyalty programs, pay-and-go, information is just a few examples
of what you can do. Short story: add whatever you want before or
after the actual payment.
With PAaS you can, thanks to our solution add a layer of features
on top of our state of the art payment solution. Powered by Android and a setup, any engineer would be proud of, make our solution an art in itself. The best part is that you can do this on your
own. No dependencies from us. Only freedom.

You are in controll

Do yo have the need to
enable amazing features
within your payment
terminals? Then PAaS is
what you are looking for.

Lets get technical
PAaS runs thanks to Android
OS. That means that Android
itself only limits the innovation and permission set-up. A
showstopper? Nope, Android
enables us big time.
Ask your developer and they
will confirm.

Questions? No worries.
Give us a call, and we will
answer any questions.

Thanks to our solution, you are in control. In other words, if you
can think about it, you can do it. The only thing we protect, for
your sake, is the actual payment situation. Not only do you want
a situation that comes without error, but you also want to stay
compliant and, without effort, follow all regulations that we associate with payments.
In other words: we take care of everything that is boring, so you
can focus on what’s relevant – your customer.
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WE ENABLE PAYMENTS
With PAaS you no
longer are depending on
third-party. From now on
it is your roadmap, time
line and vision.

PAYMENT
APPLICATION AS SERVICE
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Highlights

Westpay Carbon SDK

• Fully customizable POS solution tightly integrated with
the Payment Application via the POS Lib and Android Intents

• Fully functioning POS App
with basic features

• Allows the customer to freely implement their own functionality
outside of the card payment scope.

• Starting point to speed up
customer development

• Work outside of the PCI Scope

• Documented source code

• Quick and smooth development process without code reviews.

• Access to development
website with examples and
information

• Develop in your preferred language supported by Android.

Westpay Payment Application
Contains the core payment application, WestInt Transaction Engine.
Holds strategical functions and payment options that should be enabled on all protocols.
Certified by PCI under PCI PA-DSS.
Approved by PAN-Nordic and BCA Sec.
EMV L1 and EMV L2, Visa Paywave and Mastercard PayPass.
Controls application and parameter updates.
Restricts access to sensitive parts of the terminal (EPP).
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